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1 ryVocabula 

A: Match the sentences with the pictures. 

 
 

1) We have to take care of elderly people. 

2) Air pollution is a serious problem in this country. 

3) We have to speak louder, because she is hard of hearing. 

4 ) This monolingual dictionary has about 05, 555 entries. 
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2 B: Odd one out 

0 ) a ) take care of           b) look up             c) care for                  d) look after 

6 ) a ) heritage                 b) custom              c) generation             d) culture 

5.0 

3 C: Fill in the blanks with given words. 

founded –compare  –recommend  –suppose  –forgive  

 

7) My mother ……………. him for breaking the window. 

8) This university …………………. fifteen ,years ago 

9) Could you please ……………….. a good monolingual to me 

15) We went three different shops to …………………. their prices. 
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4   D: Match the underlined words with synonyms or antonyms. 

 

11) We need a big win to boost our confidence.( ≠)                                      a) develop 

12) The purpose of this exercise is to increase your strength ( = )               b) goal 

                                                                                                                           c)decrease 

                                                                                                                           d) source                 
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0 E: Fill in the blanks with your own words. 

 

13 ) When she saw her test score , she ………………. into tears 

14) The “ app “ …………………….. for “application‟  . 
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6 F: Match two columns. 

                    A                                                                                  B 

10) all people of about the same age within society( )         a) distinguished 

16) organize and put in order ( )                                           b) convent 

 17) very successful and respected(   )                                   c ) generation 

                                                                                                  d) arrange 

 

 

5..0 



.   G: Choose the best answer 

 .If he doesn't leave __________, he'll be late for the meeting .18) 

a. immediately                     b. entirely                      c. increasingly                  d. effectively  

 .I __________ the cost of the party by adding up how much I spent on food and drinks.19)  

a. identified                         b. figured out                   c. looked after                 d. succeeded  

 .My father __________ me through the job application.25)  

a. guided                              b. created                          c. deserved                     d. carried 

21) My friend is able to speak and understand two languages. He is ------------------------- 

a.monolingual                     b.multilingual                  c. bilingual                      d. trilingual 

22) Modern and traditional teaching methods are --------------------- at school. 

a. polluted                            b. boosted                        c. contained                     d. combined 

23)Our literature teacher is going to ------------------- a book of poem. 

a. suppose                             b. compile                       c. regard                          d. boost 
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H: Match two parts.(collocation) 

24).burst                                   b. no pain 

20). hard                                   c. of hearing 

26). quick                                 d. in to tears 

                                                   e. food 

I: Attack these words to figure out their meaning. 

27)Unexpectedly:------------------------- , --------------------------- 

28)Unchangeable: --------------------------, ---------------------------- 
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5 
Grammar 

A: Choose the best answer 

The volleyball match …………… in Tehran for two weeks.  .29) 

a) has held                                b) has been held                     c) was held              d) is held  

35).------------------------ the volume, will you? 

a) you turn down                     b) you will turn down            c) turn down           d) let’s turn 

31). Most of the people -------------------------- she met were from France. 

a)whom                                     b) whose                                  c)who                      d)where  

Few people knew him,-----------------------? 32) 

a)did they                                  b) didn’t they                         c) do they                d) don’t they   

33)The man …………… is standing here is my brother  

a) whom                                     b) which                                  c) who                     d) whose 

34)The students’ questions ------------------ by the teacher in class every Monday. 

a)answers                                   b)are answered                      c)will answer         d)will be answered 
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1
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 . B: Combine two sentences using the correct relative clause 

 30)This is a man. I met him yesterday 

 …………………………………………………… 

 36)You visit the doctor. He won the Noble Prize. 

..…………………………………………………… 
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 C:Read the words and sentences and then fill in the blanks. 

 37)Nobody was asked to help the poor,-------------------------? 

 38)She’s offered a good job,-------------------------------?    
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 39)Amir is cleaning the room now,------------------------? 
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 D:Unscramble the sentences. 

45)Won’t / the letter / my brother / answer / soon. 

Active: 

Passive: 

41)Changed / father / my / yesterday / the flat tire . 

Active: 

Passive: 
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 E: Write the correct form of words in parentheses.     

42)A) : When will he sell his car? B) It …………….. two days ago.  (sell) 

   

43)My grandfather …………… his prayer , wasn’t he ? (say) 
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  F: Unscramble the sentences. 

were , bought , these , expensive , when , house , ?  44) 

    

 40)went , my brother , to the library , at all , he , didn’t , but , study , .   
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  G: Fill in the blanks with the appropriate relative pronouns.( who , which , whom ,) 

 

My daughter ----46-------- is studying medicine at Oxford is going on holiday. Her uncle David 

invited her to London ---------47---------- he bought a new house last month. 

She is putting all her clothes into the suitcase -------48---------- she has just bought. The train -----

--------49------- she is going to catch leaves at 11 a.m. She is very excited. 
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. 
Writing 

 A:Fill in the blanks. 

05)Not surprisingly , he was regarded as a d-dicated physi-ian  

 

01)Mehran couldn’t fig-re out what the teacher was talking about 
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B: Unscramble the words. 

  

02)What type do you ( etgsue)?  

 03)I ‘ve told him ( iyepeader ) to talk politely. 
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 C: Choose the correct connecting word. 

 

 04)We were lost in the woods. but / and my brother had a map in his backpack.  

 00)Do you want to play basketball , so / or would you rather go fishing? 

 

5.0 
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 D: Choose the best answer    

 

 06)His two favorite sports are football ------------ tennis. 

a.or                                              b.but                                       c.so                                d.and 

 07)I wanted to go to the beach, ------------Mary refused. 

a.but                                            b. and                                     c. or                               d. so 
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 E: Combine the following sentences.    

And / but / or / so 

 08)Saman ate an entire cake . He was still hungry. 

 09)Pedram didn’t have enough money to fly to Paris. He took the train. 

 

 

 

1 
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Cloze Test 

  

A Picture dictionary or a pictorial dictionary where the ……65…….. of a 

word is shown in the ……61………of a drawing or photograph . picture 

dictionary are used in a variety environment , such as teaching a young 

child about hid native………62………or teaching older students in a /an 

………63………language, such as in the culturally “ Authentic Pictorial 

Lexicon”. Picture dictionaries are often recognized by topic instead of 

being an alphabetical order of word 

  

 65) a.abbreviation             b) definition        c) introduction     d)combination             

  

 61) a.entry                          b) point               c) form                  d) mind  

  

 62) a. language                   b) writing            c) speaking           d) pronunciation            

  

 63) a.unsystematical         b) international   c) cultural             d) foreign 
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ComprehensionReading  

 

Maryam Mirzakhani,only woman to win Field Medal Born in Tehran,Maryam Mirzakhani 

achieved the gold medal level in the InternationalMathematic Olympiad in 1994. As a child, she 

loved to become a writer; but she eventually discovered a passion for mathematics. After 

graguating from Sharof University of Technolory, She went to the U.S to get a Ph.D at Harvard 

University and later became a professor at Stanford University. She won the Field Medal award, 

the highest mathematical award, in 2514 for her accomplishments in her work on Riemann 

surface, a complex mathematical subject. She was the first woman to win such an award. 

Mirzakhani was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2513. In 2516,the cancer spread to her bones 

and liver, she died in 2517 at the age of 45 in California.Sharif University renamed its faculty of 

mathematics to "Mirzakhani” 

 64)Which university  Mirzakhani did choose for studying Ph.D?   

 60)What was the cause of Mirzakhani's death? 

 66)Maryam was the first  female to win  the fields Medal    

                                           True     ,    False  

 67)From  childhood Maryam loved math         True            ,         False                                              
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GOOD LUCK 

Haghdadi 

 

 

 



 

 

 


